Introduction
In the field of speech recognition, the research on the auditory speech recognition which obtains high recognition accuracy tackles actively. However, in the recognition only using audio information, it is easy to be affected by the influence of surrounding noise, and there is a problem to which use environment is restricted. In recent years, the lip reading attracts attention as one of the interfaces in which use in the scene where the public place and noisy environment place is possible. Many of researches on the conventional lip reading are the word-based approach which recognize based on the information which taken the utterance scene of the word used as the candidate for recognition in advance. In this case, when changing a recognition word, it is necessary to newly take an utterance scene and to re-learn. For this reason, there is a problem which cannot recognize the word which is not registered. Then, in this paper, we propose the new keyframe-based lip reading method which does not need the advanced registration of an utterance scene.
Keyframe Extraction
When a man utters a mora, change of the mouth shape becomes small. At this time, the mouth shapes into one of the five vowels and closed mouth shape. This paper extracts the keyframe using this characteristic. To extract keyframe, we first apply the active appearance model and obtain two lip regions. Then, we set a region of interest ROI around the detected lip region. Within ROI, we apply the frame subtraction method and extract frame which the difference value is the local minimum as the keyframe.
Recognition Method
We compute thirteen shape features from the five lip regions of the extracted keyframe. Then we apply a discriminant analysis to mouth shape recognition. We generate a target unknown code sequence of XC0 and XC1 based on a mouth shape recognition result. Moreover, in accordance with several rules, we generate three kinds of code sequence of CC0, CC1, and CC2 which serves as the candidates of a recognition word. Finally, we apply DP matching using two kinds of code sequence of based on keyframe and candidate, and select the similar code sequence as the result word.
Experiment
We set Japanese 19 words used by the phone conversation as the target. We took ten-each word utterance scene from a speaker, and we took four speakers' utterance scene. We carried out three experiments of the keyframe extraction, the mouth shape recognition, and the word recognition. Keyframe extraction estimated the extraction accuracy quantitatively with 640 keyframes. As a result, although the precision was low, we obtained high recall of 97.8%. Next, we carried out the mouth shape recognition to all extracted keyframes. As a result of experimenting using a discriminant analysis method and subspace method, we obtained 82.4% of the highest recognition rate with the nine principal components. Finally we carried out the word recognition. As a result, when the code sequence combination of XC1-CC1 were used, we obtained 53.9% of the highest recognition rate.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed the word lip reading method based on the keyframe as the new method of not needing advanced registration of an utterance scene. We carried out automatic keyframe extraction with the difference value between frames of the lip ROI from the utterance scene, DP matching compared the keyframe-based code sequence which is generated by the mouth shape recognition using discriminant analysis, and the candidate code sequence. We carried out the recognition experiment of Japanese of 19 words to four utterance persons' utterance scene. As a result, we obtained average recognition rate of four persons 53.9%. Although there was individual difference, one speaker obtained 72.1% of the highest recognition rate. * * * * *
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